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Preface

This annual scientific report summarizes the research activities at
the Institutes and Departments of the Ente Ospedaliero Cantonale
(EOC) and at the Università della Svizzera italiana (USI) in the field
of medical research for the year 2020. This format reflects the increasing integration between research conducted at the two institutions following the creation of the USI Faculty of Biomedical Sciences and the signature of a research cooperation agreement in 2020.
The first part of the report provides a brief description of the main research activities in EOC Institutes and Departments and USI Institutes
related to the medical field (as the Institute of Public Health). Notably,
this section clearly demonstrates that EOC staff not only provide firstrate patient care, but also perform high quality clinical and translational research. Indeed, research is becoming a fundamental part of
the activities of health professionals within EOC, contributing to improve the quality of patient care. Moreover, substantial competences
in public health, health economics and communication are present
at USI. The development of a common research strategy between
EOC and USI is expected to reinforce the research activities in several medical disciplines and to increase synergies with related fields.
As in the previous years, the report presents the overall EOC research output in terms of peer-reviewed publications listed in PubMed/ MEDLINE database, including analyses on number and
type of publications, the journal impact factor and quartiles.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic significantly affected the EOC
activity, an increase of the scientific production is documented in
2020. Two main hypotheses can explain this finding: first, the pos-
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itive influence of the USI Faculty of Biomedical Sciences and second, the development of new research areas, including those related
to COVID-19. The high level of achievement in scientific productivity is documented quantitatively (514 peer-reviewed scientific
articles listed in PubMed/MEDLINE in 2020, of which 423 as original or review articles) and qualitatively (almost 50% on the highest
ranked journals). Furthermore, the level of scientific collaboration
(local, national or international) and the contribution of EOC researchers (as first or last author) are evaluated and further demonstrate the high quality of the EOC scientific production in 2020.
Lastly, the report shows a brief summary of the main EOC-USI funded
research projects.
Overall, throughout 2020, the EOC Institutes and Departments, including the research laboratories, produced high-quality research
attaining broad recognition at national and international level. Together with patient care and education, research is an essential part
of EOC activities. Bringing research close to practice facilitates the
development of clinical studies and the monitoring of the effectiveness of clinical interventions and care processes, to guarantee the
quality and safety of services provided to patients and to ensure that
patients benefit from innovative diagnostic methods and therapies.
Furthermore, the steady growth in quantity and quality of research activities at EOC is paramount for the USI Faculty of Biomedical Sciences and is in line with the 2018-2021 EOC strategic plan for a Cantonal Hospital of national and academic value.
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1. EOC
Institutes and multisite Departments
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1.1 Oncology Institute of Southern Switzerland

Prof. Silke Gillessen Sommer, MD
Medical and scientific director
PD Anastasios Stathis, MD
Chair Clinical Research

The Oncology Institute of Southern Switzerland (IOSI) is one of
the largest clinical cancer research centers in Switzerland with a
long-standing experience in the conduct of clinical trials. The three
main areas of clinical research comprise: new drugs development,
lymphoproliferative diseases (lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia) and prostate cancer. We are now also developing our
clinical research in additional specialties such as breast cancer, gastrointestinal cancer and lung cancer.
The IOSI has an excellent history of collaborating with both the
pharmaceutical industry and non-for-profit academic organizations.
Through this, we have delivered many high-quality clinical trials, including investigator-initiated trials. Of particular relevance are the
collaborations with the Institute of Oncology Research (IOR), the Institute for Research in Biomedicine (IRB), the International Extranodal Lymphoma Group (IELSG), the Swiss Group for Clinical Cancer
Research (SAKK) and the EOC clinical trial unit (CTU). The Institute
has an extensive publication record in a multitude of areas, related
to both solid tumours and haematological malignancies. We have a
central role in the Faculty of Biomedical Sciences of the Università
della Svizzera Italiana (USI) and are also associated with: the ETH
Zurich, the University of Padova and the University of Manchester.
The IOSI Departments of Medical Oncology, Haematology, Radiation
Oncology and Palliative Care have their own clinical research activities and each team, based on its scientific interests, can propose
external trials to be activated or promote investigator initiated trials.
The strength of the Institute in clinical research comes also from the
presence of investigators with different interests and specific knowledge for different disease types. To support investigators at IOSI and
promote clinical research and innovation, a well-structured clinical
research unit (CRU) is active within the IOSI and centrally coordinates
the research activities. The IOSI-CRU staff includes study coordinators and research nurses and provides the infrastructures and support for researchers of the Institute.

The New Drugs Development Unit is taking care of the activation and
conduct of early phase clinical trials, which include first-in-human
phase I clinical trials aiming to support the development of new anticancer therapies. A scientific research board decides about the trials
to be opened under the conduct of the CRU and is responsible for the
strategy of the clinical research of the institute.
2020 has been the year of COVID-19 pandemic and our lives have
been significantly affected as well as our clinical and research activities. There is data showing that there has been approximately 60%
decrease in new clinical trials for cancer drugs and biological therapies
globally during the pandemic, highlighting the impact that COVID-19 is
having on oncology research. On the other hand, researchers around
the world have promptly responded to the call in the fight against
SARS-CoV-2. Also in the IOSI different studies for COVID-19 have
been activated. They include an observational study on the outcome
of cancer patients with COVID-19, which is being conducted with the
Swiss group for clinical cancer research (SAKK) (Local PI: PD Dr. A.
Stathis), a study evaluating the use of prophylaxis with low molecular
weight heparin (Local PI: PD Dr. B. Gerber), a study evaluating enzalutamide as a therapeutic option (PI: Dr. R. Pereira Mestre) and a recently activated study evaluating the immunologic response to COVID-19
vaccines in cancer patients (PI: Dr. I. Colombo).
During 2020 we did put our efforts in order to keep a high clinical
research activity. Twenty new trials (including 12 phase I-III, 3 pilot
prospective and 5 registries) were initiated, 80 patients were included
in phase I-III trials and 96 in observational studies. This high volume
clinical research activity despite the difficulties due to the pandemic
highlights the devotion of the IOSI to clinical research.
An important achievement during 2020 (announced in the beginning
of 2021) was also represented by the 3 EOC awards obtained by 3
young investigators of the institute (Dr. A. Condoluci and Dr. M.C.
Pirosa from Hematology and Dr. R. Pereira Mestre from Oncology).
This is an important achievement as the training and development of
younger colleagues that will be the future principal investigators is a
very important aspect.
The development of investigator-initiated trials and the support of the
academic career of young colleagues represent indeed two important objectives of clinical research for the IOSI for the years to come,
as well as the reinforcement of translational research to be integrated
in our clinical research program. Also more bench to bedside trials in
collaboration with the IRB and the IOR are planned.

>> The list of publications of the Oncology Institute of Southern
Switzerland is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.2 Institute of Clinical Neurosciences of Southern Switzerland – Neurocenter

Prof. Alain Kaelin, MD PhD
Medical and scientific director

The mission of the Institute of Clinical Neurosciences of Southern
Switzerland (INSI) is offering the highest quality of cure to the patient
with the application and promotion of an inter- and multidisciplinary
approach. Translational and clinical research as well as educational
activities are a priority of the INSI with a close interaction between
research activities and patient care. Academic collaboration with the
USI, SUPSI as well as other national and international universities are
contributing to the success of the INSI.
Laboratory for Biomedical Neurosciences (LBN)
(PD Dr. P. Paganetti, PD Dr. Melli, Prof. Dr. A. Kaelin)
Our translational research focus on the elucidation of the mechanisms
involved in the initiation, progression and consequences of neurodegenerative disorders defined as proteinopathies. Examples are motor
disorders such as Parkinson’s Disease, cognitive disorders such as
Alzheimer’s disease or rare diseases. We also search for solution to
improve disease diagnosis. Another mission is the training and education of young researchers. This year, we hosted five PhD students
affiliated with USI or the university of Basel and six master students.
Neurodegeneration Research Group
(PD Dr. P. Paganetti)
We investigate at the molecular and cellular level the processes leading to the loss of neurological functions. In particular we study the
mechanisms underlying the ability of toxic protein species to propagate among cells in Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease as well as
underlying and linking aging-associated disorders caused by DNA
damage in Alzheimer’s disease and cancer.
Parkinson Research Group
(PD Dr. G. Melli, Prof. Dr. A. Kaelin)
The Parkinson research group aims to set-up novel biomarkers for
Parkinson’s disease by analyzing skin biopsy and peripheral fluids
like plasma and cerebrospinal fluid using advanced new biotechnology. In 2020 our lab hosted three master students for master thesis internship and a PhD student in Neuroscience USI. We mainly work on
the development of a novel diagnostic model based on plasma-derived extracellular vesicles for Parkinson’s disease.
Movement Disorders Research Group
(PD Dr. S. Galati)
The priority of our clinical research relies on the influence of neuronal plasticity changes during sleep on movement disorders such
as dystonia and dyskinesias in Parkinson´s Disease. A translational research project in patients affected by cervical dystonia using
non-invasive transcranial magnetic stimulation is ongoing and is the
very first PhD project in Human Neurosciences of the USI, under the
supervision of PD Dr. S. Galati.
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Multiple Sclerosis Center
(Prof. Dr. C. Gobbi, PD Dr. C. Zecca)
The research focuses on early diagnosis, exploring new MRI techniques for the optic nerves, understanding better risks associated
with new multiple sclerosis (MS) therapies in aged MS patients, and
searching for innovative neuromodulation treatments of overactive
bladder. We also participate in a nationwide investigator initiated
project on MS epidemiology. The Center is also a recognized study
site for several industry sponsored international clinical trials.
Headache Group
(PD Dr. C. Zecca)
Three investigator initiated trials are currently ongoing. A first research project evaluates genetic and clinical predictors of efficacy of
two new migraine treatments in a real world setting. An international
multicenter project aims at establishing a visual migraine aura iconography. A third study aims at investigating the structural brain and
ocular damage related to migraine. Furthermore, our group was selected to participate in two industry sponsored observational studies
in patients with migraine.
Peripheral Nerves Unit and Center Myosuisse
(PD Dr. G. Melli, Dr. P. Ripellino)
In 2020 one main research project was the NEUROCAVE study, exploring the neurological complications of hepatitis E. Moreover, we
coordinated in Switzerland the NERVES study, focusing on neuropathies related to hepatitis E. We also continued ongoing international collaborations to describe neuroimaging findings of neuralgic amyotrophy, with the ETHZ for the characterization of T cells in
Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), and with the CHUV in Lausanne to
identify genetic determinants of hepatitis E course. Within the IGOS
study on GBS, we also explored the role of SARS-COV-2 infection as
potential trigger.
The unit also includes the “skin biopsy laboratory” for the diagnosis of small fiber neuropathy. We participate to clinical trials studies
sponsored by the industry for developing new drugs for treating pain
in small fiber neuropathies and for developing a dorsal root ganglion
stimulation for the management of intractable painful polyneuropathy in collaboration with the Pain Management Center. Finally, we
collaborated with PD Dr B. Gerber of IOSI for an observational study
on early identification of patients with wild type transthyretin amyloidosis. Furthermore, our Center actively participates in the Swiss
Register of neuromuscular diseases.
Neuropsychology and Behavioural Neurology Research Unit
(Dr. L. Sacco)
The unit focus on the application of multidisciplinary approaches in
order to understand and treat functional and structural mechanisms
responsible for cognitive alterations. Presently, the main interest relies on new treatments approaches, such as repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation. Moreover, the Unit collaborates with other EOC
departments, with the USI for master and doctorate thesis and with
external institutions such as the Carlo Besta Institute in Milan.
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Currently, the unit is involved in two important multicentric trials, the
EMBARK study to evaluate the safety of Aducanumab in Alzheimer’s disease and the COMPO study to evaluate cognition after
aneurysm surgery.
Neuroradiology
(PD Dr. A. Cianfoni, PD Dr. E. Pravatà)
In 2020, several studies in both diagnostic and interventional areas
were either started, published or accepted for publication in close
collaboration with other research groups of the INSI. These include
an innovative diagnostic MRI technique dedicated to the optic nerve
in multiple sclerosis, a study on the autonomic functional MRI changes in Tako-Tsubo Syndrome, as well as several other studies on epilepsy and on stroke.
Finally, starting from 2020, the diagnostic Neuroradiology was actively involved as a partner in the newly-started “IMAGINE” study,
a Swiss multicenter project with the University of Zurich, focusing
on glioblastoma radiomics. Furthermore, the Interventional Neuroradiology continues to develop innovative interventional methods such
as “SAIF” (Stent-screw-assisted internal fixation) and to be actively
involved, along with the Neurosurgery group and the Pain Management Center, in the “Post-marketing non-inferiority study comparing
Triojection to Discectomy for Lumbar Disc”.
Other active collaborations with the Inselspital Bern, the University
of Chieti (IT) and the University of Genoa (IT) were also carried on.
Neurosurgery
(PD Dr. T. Robert)
The Neurosurgical department maintained an important academic
and scientific activity in 2020.
Clinical research in spinal neurosurgery (Dr. P. Scarone) focused
on new intraoperative imaging and navigation technologies in complex spinal surgery. In particular, the use of a new Cone-beam CT
navigation system associated with augmented reality, supported by
Philips™, for percutaneous pedicular screw placement represents
one of the most important on-going prospective studies of our
Department. The TRIBECA study is the first multicentric RCT that
evaluates the impact of a psychological preoperative intervention
in patients at risk for chronic pain after lumbar fusion. The ATTR
screening study (in collaboration with the IOSI) explores the prevalence of amyloidosis in patients with lumbar spinal stenosis. The
Neurosurgical department is also active in clinical research about
cranial neurosurgery (PD Dr. T. Robert) with the largest part of this
activity dedicated to vascular neurosurgery and oncological neurosurgery. We also continue to participate to multicentric national and
international neurosurgical studies (for example the Swiss SOS for
intracranial aneurysm).
Pain Management Center
(PD Dr. P. Maino, PD Dr. E. Koetsier)
Our Center is conducting and coordinating several international, multicenter randomized controlled trials, with a focus on neuromodulation and minimal-invasive spinal interventions. These are studies
regarding for example dorsal root ganglion stimulation, spinal cord
stimulation and intra-discal interventions for discogenic pain. Additionally, we conduct multidisciplinary research projects, like the

TRIBECA trial with the neurosurgery department that assesses the
impact of a psychological treatment on the outcome after lumbar
spinal fusion surgery. Our Pain Management Center has also a close
academic cooperation with the University of Maastricht and the University Medical Center of Amsterdam (Dr. S. van Kuijk, PhD) and with
Prof. M. Barbero from SUPSI.
Sleep Group
(Prof. Dr. M. Manconi)
The research mission of the Sleep Medicine is to explore brain function during sleep and sleep-related disorders mainly by using electrophysiological innovative approaches. The main field of interest of
our research are sleep related movement disorders such as restless
legs syndrome and periodic limb movements. In 2020 our group published 20 high level scientific articles and coached two PhD. These
results have been obtained thanks to consolidated local and external
collaborations, and thanks to the financial support of two competitive grants from the Swiss National Foundation and one competitive
grant from the Italian Ministry of University. Furthermore, new therapeutic studies are in pipeline for restless legs syndrome, in particular
concerning a new anti-glutamatergic compound and application of
electrical spinal stimulation. In recent years, we developed a strong
expertise in using High-Density EEG. Other sleep related fields are
represented, among others, by projects on: sleep and pregnancy,
sleep and stroke, sleep and attention deficit hyperactive disorder,
and infraslow oscillation.
Two important local collaboration have been established in 2020, one
with the IOSI to evaluate the impact of hormonal treatment on sleep
in patients with prostate cancer, and the second on REM behaviour
disorders in Parkinson Disease. In collaboration with Bern University, the post-doc Master in Sleep and Consciousness successfully
progressed from diploma for advanced studies into a master of advanced studies.
Stroke Center
(PD Dr. C. Cereda, Dr. C. Städler)
The research activities of the Stroke Center focus on patient-oriented clinical research: we are principally interested in understanding
the role of multimodal advanced neuroimaging (perfusion imaging)
for the diagnosis and selection of best treatment for acute ischemic
stroke patients together with the Neuroradiology research group. We
are currently leading studies addressing to the rule of multimodal imaging in patients with ischemic stroke in the posterior circulation, in
gender differences in acute stroke treatment and stroke related to
small vessel disease. We are also especially interested in recognizing
new serum biomarkers in order to optimize the diagnostic process of
transient ischemic attack (TIA).
The Center also offers a platform for industry promoted international trials and promotes several other clinical studies and participates
to numerous national and international projects mainly dedicated to
acute stroke management, stroke prevention and stroke recovery.

>> The list of publications of the Institute of Clinical Neurosciences of Southern Switzerland is available on the EOC website
at the following link.
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1.3 Imaging Institute of Southern Switzerland

Prof. Luca Giovanella, MD
Medical and scientific director

The Imaging Institute of Southern Switzerland (IIMSI) includes the
Clinic of Radiology (Head: Prof. Dr. F. Del Grande) [4 Radiology services in Bellinzona, Lugano, Mendrisio and Locarno EOC Regional
Hospitals], the Clinic of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging
(Head: Prof. Dr. L. Giovanella) [2 NM/PET-CT services, including, 2
thyroid outpatients clinics in EOC Bellinzona and Lugano Regional Hospitals and a 3-beds therapy unit in Bellinzona, respectively]
and the Medical Physics Service (Head: Dr. S. Presilla). The Laboratory of Radiomics and Predictive Imaging (lead Prof. Dr. L. Ceriani) coordinates the main IIMSI research programme, focused on
Radiomics, Artificial Intelligence and Imaging Biomarkers. A new
Research Programme focused on Integrated Diagnostics (lead Prof.
Dr. L. Giovanella) was launched in 2020 focusing on convergences
and integration of imaging, pathology and laboratory. Finally, clinical
validation studies of innovative imaging technologies and protocols
are performed in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine (i.e. magnetic resonance protocols and sequences, new PET/CT detection systems).
Scientific activities and ongoing projects
Clinic of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging
Integrated diagnostics (Lead Prof. Dr. L. Giovanella)
•
Artificial intelligence and machine learning to develop integrated diagnostic expert systems/neural networks. Collaborations: University of Padua (I), Business Intelligence Unit-ICT
Area EOC, R&D Department Roche Diagnostics (CH).
•
Molecular imaging, molecular pathology and circulating biomarkers of thyroid cancer. Collaborations: Universities of Marburg (D), Essen (D), Paris Descartes (F), Zurich (CH), Udine (I),
Thyroid Committee-European Association of Nuclear Medicine EANM, Vienna (A), EO Ospedali Galliera, Genoa (I).
Thyroid diseases (Lead Prof. Dr. L. Giovanella)
•
R adioiodine-refractory thyroid cancer and re-differentiation
strategies. Collaborations: Center of Excellence on Radioiodine Theranostics-Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (USA).
•
Mitochondrial imaging in thyroid diseases. Collaborations:
EO Ospedali Galliera, Genoa (I), Thyroid Committee-European Association of Nuclear Medicine EANM, Vienna (A), University of Turin (I), Messina (I), Augsburg (D), Giessen (D).
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PET radiomics and predictive imaging of lymphomas
(Lead Prof. Dr. L. Ceriani)
•
Development and validation of new PET-metrics, radiomic analysis and Artificial Intelligence tools. Collaborations:
IELSG, SAKK, IOR, IOSI, Amsterdam University Medical Centre, Federazione Italiana Linfomi, UK Cancer Research Institute.
•
Integration of PET/CT data, biological and genomic features
(i.e. liquid biopsy) using Radiomics, Genomics and Artificial
Intelligence tools to model new diagnostic/prognostic approaches. Collaborations: IELSG, SAKK, IOR, IOSI, Amsterdam University Medical Centre, Federazione Italiana Linfomi,
UK Cancer Research Institute.
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Theragnostics (Lead Dr. G. Paone)
•
Clinical/researches activities in theragnostic field for SGNM
therapy-working group particularly focused on PRRT and
PSMA therapy (collaboration with Universitatsspital Bern,
Novartis/AAA).
•
Personalized dosimetry studies focused on selective internal
radiotherapy with Y-90 [collaboration with Istituto Nazionale
dei Tumori (Milano), Boston Scientific and Mirada group].
•
Production and updating therapeutic flow-charts in neuroendocrine tumours and combined therapy protocols in metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer.
Evidence-based nuclear medicine (Lead Prof. Dr. G. Treglia)
•
Production of evidence-based documents (systematic reviews and meta-analyses of diagnostic test accuracy) and
guidelines on PET/CT. Collaborations: Cochrane and European Association of Nuclear Medicine, University of Lausanne
(CH), Groningen (NL), Brescia (I) and Mashhad (IR).
•
Research-related activities for the PET working group of the
Swiss Society of Nuclear Medicine (SGNM) focused on the
achievement of reimbursement for new PET indications.

Clinic of Radiology
Musculoskeletal imaging (Lead Prof. Dr. F. Del Grande)
•
Validation of work in progress MRI sequences for different
musculoskeletal diseases. Collaboration: Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, US).

Oncology and radiomics (Lead PD Dr. S. Rizzo)
•
Radiomics of ovarian cancer: evaluation of imaging heterogeneity as predictor of outcome (multicentric study with the
University of Cambridge – UK).
•
Sarcopenia and chemo-related complications in ovarian cancer.
•
Sarcopenia and chemo-related complications in pancreatic
cancer (Prof. Dr. F. Del Grande).
•
Structured report and radiomics in breast cancer lesions candidate to biopsies (multicentric study promoted by the Italian
Society of Medical Radiology, SIRM) (Dr. H. Porpiglia).
•
Quality assessment of CT reports performed by subspecialized radiologists compared to general radiologists.
Miscellaneous
•
Machine learning in COVID-19 prognostication: retrospective
collection of 280 patients from 10 different centers (total 2800
pts) in a multicenter study (Lead: Maastricht University - NL)
(Local Lead Dr. C. Puligheddu).
•
COVID-19: pre-pandemic evaluation of lung GGO (Lead PD
Dr. S. Rizzo; Prof. Dr. L. Ceriani).
•
Role and feasibility of medical hypnosis for claustrophobic
patients undergoing MRI examinations. Observational study
on the role of medical hypnosis as an alternative to pharmacologic sedation for claustrophobic patients during MRI examinations (Lead Dr. N. Ferrera).
•
Establishing ultrasound references for vascular structures in
pediatric populations. (Lead Dr. M. Cristallo).

>> The list of publications of the Imaging Institute of Southern
Switzerland is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.4 Institute of Pediatrics of Southern Switzerland

Prof. Giacomo Simonetti, MD
Medical and scientific director

		

•

•
Surgical and medical pediatrics is focused on the health of neonates,
infants, children, and adolescents, their growth and development,
and their opportunity to achieve full potential as adults. Pediatric
care encompasses a wide spectrum of health services ranging from
preventive health care to the diagnosis and management of acute
and chronic (often congenital) diseases. Pediatrics deals the development of children, which could be influenced by several factors:
biological, social and environmental issues and medical diseases.
Children differ from adults anatomically, metabolically, physiologically, immunologically, psychologically and developmentally.
The Pediatric Institute of Southern Switzerland (IPSI) has a dedicated research unit, conducted by PD Dr. F. Vanoni, PD Dr. B. Goeggel
Simonetti, Dr. A. Stefani-Glücksberg, Dr. C. Balice, RN, PhD, and
study coordinator A. Severi Conti. The pediatric research unit is included in the SwissPedNet, a Swiss based network founded in order
to promote pediatric clinical research in Switzerland. In this contest,
IPSI is involved in the SPHN Project “Harmonizing the collection of
health-related data and biospecimens in pediatric hospitals throughout Switzerland”.
The research unit is mainly oriented on clinical research in different
fields of pediatrics: Cardiology, Infectious disease, Neuropediatrics,
Neonatology, Nephrology, Nursing sciences, Oncology, Rheumatology and Pediatric Surgery.
Principal areas of research for each subspecialty are reported below:
•
Cardiology-Nephrology (Dr. C. Leoni-Foglia, Dr. A. Stefani-Glücksberg, Prof. Dr. M.G. Bianchetti and Prof. Dr. G.D.
Simonetti): childhood hypertension, cardiovascular risk factors
in the young, Kawasaki disease.
•
General Pediatrics (Prof. Dr. M.G. Bianchetti, Prof. Dr. G.D. Simonetti, PD Dr. F. Vanoni): Systematic reviews of rare diseases,
or rare complications of frequent pediatric diseases. Moreover,
fever phobia among parents in collaboration with the Institute
of Public Health (IPH) of USI in Lugano will be analyzed; IPSI
also participates in collaboration with IPH in the national study
of nutrition habits in childhood. A multicenter prospective randomized study about fluid resuscitation in children with gastroenteritis will be performed. We developed a general consent for
pediatric patients that is being evaluated by ethic committee
for approval.

•
•

•

•

Infectious disease (Dr. L. Kottanattu): we are involved in several registries (MoCHIV, CITRUS) that analyze the prevalence
of rare infectious diseases in childhood. In 2020 we started a
seroprevalence study of COVID-19 in pediatric population in
collaboration with HuMabs, covering the first and second wave
of pandemic.
Neuropediatrics (PD Dr. B. Goeggel Simonetti, Prof. Dr. G.P. Ramelli). In collaboration with SUPSI we promote a project on the
early diagnosis of autism (Auto-Play-D). We are also active in
research on neurovascular diseases (posterior stroke in childhood, intracranial dissection), epilepsy, autism spectrum disorders and cerebral palsy.
Neonatology-Nursing Science (Dr. C. Balice, RN, PhD, Dr. M.
Ragazzi): Pain prevention in the newborn.
Onco-hematology (Dr. P. Brazzola): we are involved in 31 international studies (oncology protocols)/registry. We contribute to
a non-interventional study for treatment of patients with hemophilia A with and without inhibitors (EMIL, Roche).
Rheumatology (PD Dr. F. Vanoni): we participate to an international cohort rheumatology diseases registry. We strictly collaborate with the CHUV for the development of observational prospective and retrospective studies on treatment and outcome in
inflammatory diseases. In particular, we contribute to develop a
prospective study protocol on through serum level of anti-TNF
alfa medication in non-infectious uveitis.
Pediatric Surgery (Dr. M. Mendoza, Dr. V. De Rosa and Dr. E.
Montaruli): minimal invasive surgery, orthopedic and surgical
trauma.

The main goal of the research unit is to promote high-quality pediatric clinical research in the Italian speaking part of Switzerland and to
approach young fellows and medical students of Swiss Universities
to clinical research in pediatrics.
With the start of the Master Medical School in 2020 (pediatric module in 2021), several staff members of IPSI will be involved in several
activities involving master students, i.e. teaching, master thesis supervision and promotion of clinical research.

>> The list of publications of the Institute of Pediatrics of
Southern Switzerland is available on the EOC website at the

following link.
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1.5 Institute of Pharmacological Sciences of Southern Switzerland

Prof. Alessandro Ceschi, MD, MSc, EuCP, FEAPCCT, FRCPE
Medical and Scientific Director

The Institute of Pharmacological Sciences of Southern Switzerland
(ISFSI), which was established in 2017, includes the Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology, with its clinical services including
the Pharmacogenomics and Pharmacogenetics Unit, the Regional
Pharmacovigilance Centre, a small Research Unit, and the Central
Pharmacy Service, with the Hospital Pharmacy, Clinical Pharmacy,
and Public Pharmacy.
We advise other departments and healthcare professionals on safe
drug use and promote the rational use of medicines. The final goal of
our activities is to personalise drug therapy by optimising beneficial
effects while minimising adverse effects and costs.
At ISFSI, the research activity focuses on two main objectives:
On the one hand, on drug safety with the aim of promoting the safe
use of drugs by minimizing potential unwanted effects.
By using VigiBase, the World Health Organization’s global database
of spontaneously reported suspected adverse drug reactions, in
2020 the ISFSI Research Unit performed both descriptive and analytic observational studies on the safety of immune checkpoint inhibitors. With this respect, we contributed to characterize the spectrum,
timing of onset and outcomes of the cytokine release syndrome,
a rare but potentially fatal adverse event that could occur during
treatment with immune checkpoint inhibitors. Furthermore, through
a matched case-control design, we performed a study in VigiBase
that revealed an association of moderate size between pre-existing
cardiovascular conditions and the reporting of myocarditis in association with immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment. We also conducted a pharmacovigilance study in VigiBase by using data mining
techniques to assess the safety of the new monoclonal antibodies
approved for the prevention of episodic and chronic migraine that
target the calcitonin gene-related peptide system. Lastly, we contributed to the evaluation of the safety profile of rotavirus vaccines in
a pharmacovigilance analysis on American and European data from
spontaneous reporting systems. Currently, we have just concluded
and submitted two pharmacovigilance studies on the safety of immune checkpoint inhibitors in two particular populations: the elderly
and pregnant women.

Since 2017, ISFSI is an official sentinel centre of the European Drug
Emergency Network Plus (Euro-DEN Plus) Project, which collects
data on Emergency Department (ED) acute recreational drug presentations across Europe. Whilst not representative of the general
population of drug users as a whole, by using a sentinel centre model
covering, to date, twenty-one countries, the Euro-DEN Plus database
provides a snapshot of the epidemiology of ED presentations related
to acute recreational drug toxicity in Europe, and gathers systematic
and structured toxicology surveillance data relative to such events.
In 2020, we performed and published a study on ED presentations
related to acute toxicity following recreational use of MDMA gathered
in the Euro-DEN Plus database over the four-year period 2014-2017.
Moreover, we contributed to a study on acute toxicity related to misuse - nonmedical use - of tramadol. Currently, we are concluding a
matched case-control study in the Euro-DEN plus database on the
characterization of risk factors for intensive care unit admission following acute recreational drug toxicity.
On the other hand, the research activity at ISFSI moves in the field of
pharmacoepidemiology. With this regards, in 2020 we started an observational cohort population-based study in the Swiss Stroke Registry (SSR) aimed at assessing sex differences in the outcomes of
intravenous thrombolysis in acute ischemic stroke patients with prior
antiplatelet therapy. The SSR is a national web-based registry that
includes all consecutive patients admitted to Stroke Units and Stroke
Centres across Switzerland. Through this study, purposely designed
taking into account patient sex, we could contribute to promote the
personalised assessment of acute ischemic stroke patients before
treatment, to reduce potential sex differences in the acute stroke setting, and optimize the outcomes of intravenous thrombolysis.
The achievement of the two objectives mentioned above strictly relies on a dynamic and well-branched tree of collaborations between
ISFSI and the institutes, departments and units of both the EOC and
of mainly Swiss and Italian university hospitals and research centres.
Last but not least, during 2020 ISFSI was at the forefront of the academic and scientific response to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, promoting and actively contributing to a range of studies on different
aspects of COVID-19. In a project with a clear pharmacological focus, we contributed to develop a data-driven approach to identify
risk profiles and protective drugs in COVID-19.

>> The list of publications of the Institute of Pharmacological
Sciences of Southern Switzerland is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.6 Institute of Laboratory Medicine

Dr. Franco Keller, PhD
Director

The Institute of Laboratory Medicine (EOLAB) was set up to meet the
requirements of modern clinical laboratory medicine. EOLAB recognizes the importance of research into its activity to be continuously
up-to-date and to offer the best service and collaboration to all medical departments. The EOLAB specialists are actively involved in several scientific society boards as soon as nationally and international
scientific society working groups.
The collaboration between EOLAB, the EOC Clinical Trial Unit, and
ICT Area allowed the creation of the EOC Biobank in 2020. The EOC
Biobank plays an important role for researchers, as it allows them to
obtain - in a short time - a sufficient number of samples to carry out
their research by collecting and storing biological material indefinitely. Thanks to its quality system and the certification obtained from
the Swiss Biobanking Platform (SBP), the EOC Biobank is a guarantee of sample integrity and therefore of high-quality research. The
headquarters of the EOC Biobank is located inside the Microbiology
Service EOLAB (SMIC).
The SMIC contributes with its known-how and data to EOC internal projects as well as to external national and international projects.
During 2020 microbiological examinations were pursued by HIV and
HCV patients in the frame of national HIV and HCV cohort studies.
Case reports on clinically significant cases with uncommon bacterial and fungal strains were published in collaboration with clinicians
from EOC and colleagues of Swiss university hospitals.
SMIC collaborates with Istituto Cardiocentro Ticino into two projects:
the former to explore the presence of viral antigen in circulating exosomes of SARS-CoV-2 positive patients, and a second to evaluate
the link between circulating extracellular vesicles and procoagulant
activity in SARS-CoV-2 infection. SMIC is collaborating with INSI on
a research project to establish a proven correlation between Hepatitis E viral infections and neurological manifestations and to evaluate
Hepatitis E virus (HEV) involvement in Guillain-Barré Syndrome.
After an acute hepatitis E outbreak in Southern Switzerland, in January 2017 the local public health authorities started an active program
of food chain control and public education. In a retrospective study,
all laboratory-confirmed acute cases of HEV infection diagnosed between 2014 and 2020 were analyzed at SMIC to show that active
public health measures can reduce the prevalence of HEV infection.

The SMIC harbors the National Reference Laboratory for Legionella
Disease and contributes to international projects on epidemiology
and typing of these bacterial strains isolated from patients and the
environment. The EOLAB laboratories of Hematology (LEM), Molecular Biology and Cytogenetic, actively participates in the Swiss Group
for Clinical Cancer Research (SAKK) project “34/17”: Prospective,
open-label, multicenter, phase-II trial of ibrutinib induction followed
by ibrutinib plus venetoclax consolidation in patients with relapsed/
refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
The Clinical Biochemistry and Pharmacology Laboratory (BFC) is involved in a European network for the harmonization of steroid hormone quantitation in mass spectrometry and close collaboration with
the pharmacology unit of the University of Turin and Amedeo di Savoia
Hospital in Turin on pharmacology and pharmacogenomics fields.

>> The list of publications of the Institute of Laboratory
Medicine is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.7 Cantonal Institute of Pathology

Prof. Luca Mazzucchelli, MD
Medical and Scientific Director

The Cantonal Institute of Pathology (ICP) is actively involved in various research projects that aim to identify new methods to be introduced into routine diagnostics or to identify new markers that can be
used both in prognosis and in predicting the efficacy of chemotherapeutic treatments: ICP research is essentially aimed at the molecular
characterisation of diseases, mainly those in the field of oncology.
IOSI is a privileged research partner of the ICP, with particular emphasis on gastrointestinal and thoracic tumors, hematolymphoid
neoplasms and urogenital cancers. Currently, ICP participates in almost 50 clinical trials and also collaborates with various Swiss and
international pathology institutes.
Projects on cancer
Role of BCL2 genetic heteroclonality in the pathogenesis of B-cell
lymphomas with BCL2 rearrangement (Prof. Dr. L. Mazzucchelli).
The current WHO classification of the lymphoid tumors classifies
B-cell lymphomas with rearrangement of MYC and BCL2/or BCL6
(double/triple-hit lymphomas) in a new entity: high grade B-cell lymphomas with rearrangement of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 (HGBL-DH).
This entity is characterized by a heterogenic morphology including
features of diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) centroblastic or
immunoblastic, unclassifiable DLBCL/Burkitt lymphoma, Burkitt
lymphoma (BL), and composite lymphomas. It is accepted that the
rearrangement of MYC and BCL2 occurs at the same time in de novo
high grade B-cell lymphoma whereas MYC translocation is a secondary event in HGBL-DH transformed from follicular lymphoma (FL).
The synergistic effect of cellular proliferation and inhibition of apoptosis regulated by MYC and BCL2, respectively, confers to HGBL-DH
a particular aggressive behavior. However, until now it is not known
whether BCL2 and MYC translocations occur in all neoplastic cells
of HGBL-DH or they are restricted to a subpopulation of lymphoma
cells. In addition, it is still unclear whether BCL2 and MYC rearrangements are concomitant at the cellular level or they represent different
clones in a lymphoma. To clarify these issues, we designed a new
four colors break-apart probe for fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) studies that allows the evaluation of MYC and BCL2 rearrangements together in the same cell. The study represents a unique
opportunity to better elucidate crucial pathogenic mechanisms involved in double-hit lymphomas.
The value of liquid biopsies to predict tumor response after neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy in advanced rectal cancer (Dr. M. Frattini PhD). The standard treatment for locally advanced rectal cancer
is multimodal therapy with neoadjuvant (pre-operative) chemo-radiotherapy (nCRT) followed by radical surgery. In 20-30% of cases,
histopathologic analysis of the resected rectum will find a complete
regression of the tumor as a consequence of nCRT. Rectal resection
is associated with a significant risk of post-operative complications
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and long-term functional problems. Therefore, pre-operative identification of a complete pathological response to nCRT would spare many
patients unnecessary morbidity. However, pathological response has
only partial concordance with a clinical response. Therefore, even patients with a complete clinical response to nCRT, still undergo rectal
resection as standard of care. Here we propose a proof-of-concept,
prospective, observational study to investigate the value of liquid biopsies to predict and reflect tumor response after nCRT in patients with
locally advanced rectal cancer. Our goal is to correlate quantitative
(total amount) and qualitative (detection of specific gene alterations
through NGS experiments) evaluation of ctDNA in liquid biopsies to
tumor response to nCRT at different timepoints throughout the multimodal therapy in patients with locally advanced rectal cancer.
Analysis of circulating tumour DNA in patients with non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) undergoing immunotherapy with checkpoint
inhibitors (Dr. M. Frattini PhD). For patients with metastatic lung
cancer and a high expression of the immuno-oncological marker PDL1, therapy with the immune checkpoint inhibitor pembrolizumab is
the standard therapy. Today, the response of these patients to therapy is checked every 9-12 weeks using computer tomography. This
means that in a substantial proportion of patients, tumour progression is only detected when the general condition is worst and further
tumour therapy is no longer possible.
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Recent data seem to indicate that a quantitative decrease in the analysis of DNA in plasma (ctDNA) correlates with the response to immunotherapy. The aim of the study is to use the quantitative progression
of ctDNA to optimise the therapy. Patients with an early drop in ctDNA
(>50%) compared to the initial level will continue with immunotherapy
with pembrolizumab. Patients without a corresponding drop in ctDNA will be randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups: either
they will also be further treated with pembrolizumab alone or they will
receive platinum-based chemotherapy in addition to pembrolizumab.
With this study, we want to investigate whether early intensification
of therapy in patients with insufficient drop in ctDNA after 2 cycles
of immunotherapy may lead to a better prognosis and we want to
investigate whether ctDNA measurement is a suitable biomarker for
risk stratification and therapy adjustment.
This is a study co-directed with IOSI (Dr. P. Frösch), 10 Swiss centres
and more than 10 European centres.
Sensitive Screening in Treatment of Skin Cancer (Dr. M. Frattini
PhD).
Malignant Melanoma (MM) is a severe disease, relatively insensitive
to standard chemotherapeutics, but recently vemurafenib, dabrafenib and trametinib have shown promising results. However, the
efficiency of these therapies is strongly correlated with the presence
of Somatic Mutations (SMs) in the BRAF oncogene in the cancer
cells. Furthermore, recent data indicate that trametinib may benefit patients affected by SMs in the NRAS gene and moreover, SMs
occurring in the KIT gene are correlated with susceptibility to other
targeted drugs like imatinib. The aim of the project is to develop, in
collaboration with a Danish company, three assays 20-200 fold more
sensitive than available methods (Next Generation Sequencing and
FDA-approved assays) also facilitating non-invasive monitoring.

Personalized cancer monitoring (Dr. M. Frattini PhD)
Monitoring of cancer progression is mainly done by bi-monthly imaging of the tumor. Cancer patients can be better treated if their cancers are monitored closely. PCR-based genetic analysis of cancer
specific mutations is a fast, inexpensive alternative. However, this
method is only available for patients carrying typical (hotspot) mutations in a few cancers. Using simple blood samples, we will enable
sensitive and inexpensive monitoring of all cancers for true personalized treatments. Based on next generation sequencing (NGS) data
from the clinics from the solid, diagnostic biopsy, in collaboration
with a Danish company we will design, manufacture and validate tumor- and patient specific, real-time PCR-based monitoring and ctDNA purification assays for blood samples. We will sell at least twenty
assays per patient to the clinic, allowing for bi-weekly monitoring and
early response to resistance acquisition of tumors.
Projects on other diseases
Association between HSD3B1 polymorphism and outcomes in
SARS-CoV-2 infected patients (Dr. M. Frattini PhD). SARS-CoV-2
infection is mediated by the Androgen Receptor pathway. Studies
on prostate cancer treated with Androgen Deprivation Therapy have
shown that there is a polymorphism in the gene encoding the Androgen Receptor, HSD3B1, which leads to the synthesis of an extremely
stable variant of the receptor.
In collaboration with IOSI and Clinica Luganese Moncucco the project aims to: 1) determine the prevalence of polymorphisms of the
HSD3B1 patients with severe and mild-moderate SARS-CoV-2
infection; 2) evaluate the association of genotype in HSD3B1 with
clinico-pathological parameters and clinical outcomes, including comorbidity, duration of hospitalization, intensive care unit need and
survival status.

Sensitive diagnosis, prognosis and treatment planning on open
platform of glioma brain tumours (Dr. M. Frattini PhD).
Brain tumors are one of the most aggressive and common cancers.
About 28% of brain tumors are gliomas; glioblastoma (GBM) subtype
is found in 17% out of this group. The classification and the treatment
of gliomas is strictly correlated to the evaluation of several molecular markers (i.e. mutations in IDH1, IDH2, hTERT, H3F3A, HIST1H3B
genes; MGMT (O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase) promoter
methylation. The genetic status of IDH1, IDH2, H3F3A and HIST1H3B
is fundamental for a proper classification of the tumor; MGMT promoter methylation status has clinical relevance because patients
with hypermethylation benefit more from the combination of chemo
(based on temozolomide) and radiotherapy; finally, TERT promoter
genetic status is linked to adverse prognosis and to diagnosis of oligodendroglioma or glioblastoma. Nowadays, the available molecular
assays are essentially made on tissue samples and suffer from method variation, low sensitivity and technical barriers. On these bases,
the main purpose of our project is to improve these analyses providing a new, more sensitive and faster real-time PCR based methodology in collaboration with PentaBase ApS, a Danish company with
which we have excellent collaborative relationships from years.

>> The list of publications of the Cantonal Institute of Pathology
is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.8 EOC Department of Surgery

Prof. Pietro Majno-Hurst, MD
Head of Department

Laboratory of Translational Research
Prof. Dr. G. Iezzi, PhD, C. Basso, PhD, Dr. R. Roesel, Dr. L. Terzaghi,
PhD, J. Djordjevic, PhD student
The focus is the interactions between the microbiota and the immune
system. A major project, supported by the Gebert Rüf Foundation,
the Swiss National Fund and the Swiss Cancer League, studies the
therapeutic use of gut commensal bacteria previously found to be
associated with high immune infiltration of human colorectal cancers
(CRCs) and a favorable clinical outcome. We are currently evaluating
the immunomodulatory properties of bacteria consortia in vitro and
in vivo experiments.
Further projects in collaboration with other clinical units include:
•
with the Medical Oncology Unit (PD Dr. S. De Dosso), evaluating colonization of CRC tissues by the pro-tumorigenic bacteria,
such as Fusobacterium nucleatum, with the aim to identify patients who may benefit of specific antibiotic therapies.
•
with the Colorectal Surgery Unit (Prof. Dr. D. Christoforidis), a
project analyzing the microbiome and the immune contexture
of locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC) to correlate it to response to neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy (a sequel to the LiBReCa study).
•
with the Bariatric Surgery Unit (Dr. F. Garofalo), a study evaluating the impact of the microbiome on the results of primary or
revisional surgery. For the investigation of underlying mechanisms, a mouse model of bariatric surgery with the SADI procedure is currently being established.
•
with the Division of Infectious Diseases (Prof. Dr. E. Bernasconi)
and the Institute of Pharmacological Sciences of Southern Switzerland (Prof. Dr. A. Ceschi) a study evaluating the impact of
the gut microbiota on the severity of COVID-19 and on the efficacy of anti-COVID-19 vaccination; recruitment of patients has
already started.
Colorectal surgery
Prof. Dr. D. Christoforidis, Dr. F. Mongelli, Dr. S. Popeskou, Dr. M. Di
Giuseppe, PD Dr. D. La Regina, and team.
One of our main research fields is rectal cancer treatment: in 2020,
we completed the LiBReCa study, a multidisciplinary project investigating prospectively the role of liquid biopsies to predict response
of rectal cancer to pre-operative chemo-radiation, with a study that
follows the same cohort (see above). The randomized trial on the effect of Ondansetron for the treatment of defecatory dysfunction after
rectal resection for cancer (HODOLAR) went on recruiting and should
be completed this coming year. A further research field is outcomes in
laparoscopic colorectal surgery where two retrospective studies (on
re-laparoscopy for complications and laparoscopic transverse colectomy) were published, and a randomized controlled trial (RCT), com-
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paring the laparoscopic versus echographic-assisted transversus abdominis plane block in laparoscopic colectomy, is currently running.
Finally, in proctology, the RCT on pudendal nerve block in patients
undergoing hemorrhoidectomy under spinal anaesthesia as well
as a meta-analysis on that topic were published. Our collaboration
with Prof. Dr. P.-A. Lehur, gave birth to further articles published in
key journals.
Bariatric surgery
Dr. F. Garofalo, Dr. F. Volonté, Dr. M. Marengo
Our main interests are reflux disease in bariatric populations, revisional bariatric surgery, intra- and post-operative pain control, the
role of microbiota in humans and in murine models. Currently, we are
running two local RCTs: one is evaluating the antireflux efficacy of primary crural closure during sleeve gastrectomy; another double-blind
RCT is comparing the efficacy of the laparoscopically assisted transversus abdominis plane block vs local anesthetic infiltrations in bariatric surgery. We are also including patients for a multicenter Swiss
RCT, investigating the ideal length of the alimentary limb after Rouxin-Y gastric bypass (The SLIM trial). Furthermore, in collaboration
with the laboratory of translational research (see above), we have
launched a prospective pilot-study to investigate gut microbiome
shift after bariatric revisional surgery and we are developing a murine-model of Single Anastomosis Duodenal Ileostomy with Sleeve
(SADI-S) on which we plan to build future research projects.
Other projects in general and visceral surgery
At the San Giovanni Hospital (PD Dr. D. La Regina, Dr. R. Pini), several studies on robotic surgery and innovative locoregional anesthesia methods are running. The Locarno team (Dr. M. Arigoni) is
running clinical retrospective studies, focusing on the impact of
tracheostomy in the management of intubated COVID-19 patients
in the ICU; and on the difference in operative times of five different
surgical procedures when performed by residents under supervision vs. senior surgeons.
Vascular Surgery
(Dr. L. Giovannacci, PD Dr. J. Van den Berg, Dr. G. Prouse, Dr. L.
Ettorre, PD Dr. H. Stricker)
Studies analyzing the haemodynamic factors that influence the outcome in arteriovenous fistulas have been concluded. We published
a review about available evidence for vessel preparation during angioplasty procedures, a retrospective study evaluating the long-term
outcome of tubular aortoaortic endografts in infrarenal aneurysmal
disease and penetrating aortic ulcers, and a retrospective analysis
of long-term outcome of stent-assisted angioplasty of the common
femoral artery bifurcation. We also carried out a retrospective study
analyzing the outcome of invasive treatment in central deep venous
thrombosis, still strongly debated. In the setting of the COVID-19
pandemic, we concluded a study on deep vein thrombosis in critical
patients, with daily ultrasound screening. An ongoing project quantifies the impact of weekly multidisciplinary discussion of all complex
vascular patients. We are participating in the Passeo Lux drug-coated balloon multicenter registry, addressing the safety concerns that
have been raised in recent studies.
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Plastic, Reconstructive & Aesthetic surgery
Prof. Dr. Y. Harder, and Prof Dr. D. Schmauss
Projects in clinical research:
Our department is focusing on research that studies the efficacy and
quality of different reconstructive procedures after breast cancer
surgery. Accordingly, we study the quality of life in oncoplastic breast
reconstruction after extensive tumorectomy (collaboration with Dr. F.
Meani; CSSI, EOC) and advantages and disadvantages of pre- and
subpectoral implant-based breast reconstruction in a randomized
multicentric study funded by SNSF/SAKK (collaboration with Prof. Dr.
W. Weber, University Hospital Basel). We also participate in a multicentric observational cohort study on immediate breast reconstruction following mastectomy (IRMA: collaboration with Dr. B. Lipp-von
Wattenwyl; CSSI, EOC).
Furthermore, we evaluate the rate of ischemia-associated tissue necrosis (skin and/or glandular tissue) using intraoperative indocyanine
green (ICG)-fluorescence monitoring of tissue perfusion and the manageability of a newly launched tissue expander for reconstructive
breast surgery after mastectomy that is MR-compatible and allows for
prepectoral placement despite the need for adjuvant radiotherapy of
the thoracic wall (Master-thesis project USI). Moreover, we study the
effect of tissue preconditioning in elective breast surgery (reduction
mammaplasty for breast hypertrophy) using local heat application to
accelerate wound healing and/or to reduce the rate of wound-breakdown (collaboration with Prof. Dr. H.G. Machens, Munich).
Projects in basic research:
We collaborate with two laboratories. One focuses on safe, reproducible and economic in-vitro strategies to conserve and expand
adipose tissue derived stem cells for autologous therapies (collaboration with T. Tallone, PhD, Cardiocentro Ticino). The other studies
the protective effects of dietary restrictions and phytochemicals on
the microperfusion of critically perfused musculocutaneous tissue as
well as the vascularisation and survival of autologous fat graft under
different processing methods (collaboration with Dr. A. Weinzierl &
Prof. Dr. M.W. Laschke, Homburg-Saar, Germany).
Orthopaedic surgery
The Orto-Trauma research group (Prof. Dr. C. Candrian) is composed
of a clinical research team (Prof. Dr. G. Filardo, PD Dr. M. Delcogliano), and a Regenerative Medicine Technologies Laboratory (Prof. Dr.
M. Moretti). In this light, systematic reviews and meta-analyses are
performed to synthesise the existing literature, and innovative clinical
trials are started to increase the strength of the current knowledge
and explore new interesting fields. Moreover, the team takes part in
national and international multi-centre studies that involve some of
the most important research centres in Europe. The research group
offers to all EOC residents the opportunity to move their first steps
or to progress in Orthopaedic research. The Regenerative Medicine
Technologies Lab works on translational research projects (including
SNF projects) funded for improving therapies and diagnostics of orthopedic diseases, based on the generation of biological substitutes
as musculoskeletal tissue grafts and of in vitro 3D models for disease
characterization and development of new diagnostic tools.

Thoracic surgery
PD Dr. S. Cafarotti, Dr. M. Patella, Dr. A. Tessitore
and rotating residents.
Following the projects initiated in the last year, our research on benign and malignant diseases of the chest has grown. Several papers
on the minimally invasive treatment of empyema, the impact of social
factors on the length of stay after lung resection for cancer (in partnership with USZ), the extension of resection for thymic malignancies (in partnership with the European Society of Thoracic Surgeons
thymic interest group), are in the process of publication. We finalized
our collaboration with the ESTS Patient Centered and Quality of Life
working group with the publication of a manuscript.
Moreover, we reinforced our national and international collaboration with the University of Zurich and several thoracic surgery and
oncology departments all over the world (Canada, UK, Italy, Spain,
Belgium). PD Dr. Cafarotti collaborated as editor and author with international partners, to the publication of a thoracic surgery book.
During the 2020 we found ourselves dealing with the SARS-CoV-2
and we tried to elaborate a protocol on the flow-chart of lung cancer
patients to balance the risks related to the infection vs cancer progression. This protocol was adopted for clinical application and was
published in a high impact thoracic oncology journal.
We continue to investigate the interference of the pandemic on our
patients both on oncological and benign diseases. We continue our
collaboration with the Thoracic Department of the USZ with ongoing projects on mesothelioma, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary
hypertension and lung cancer. This year we obtained the greatest
award in national thoracic surgery with the best clinical publication
on oligometastatic lung cancer.
Urology
In the field of neuro-urology we participated in a) an international multicenter randomized control trial on transcutaneous tibial nerve stimulation, b) a prospective, single arm, interventional, self-controlled
pilot study to assess the performance and safety of the new generation, wireless, MR compatible, implantable tibial nerve stimulator
system in patients affected of multiple sclerosis (INSI, Prof. Dr. C.
Gobbi and PD Dr. C. Zecca) and c) a retrospective study on pudendal
neuromodulation in collaboration with the Niguarda Hospital in Milan.
In kidney transplant surgery, a thesis project is being completed at
the University of Geneva on the treatment of vescico-ureteral reflux
in transplant patients (MD thesis, Dr. A. Rosendal led by Dr J. Renard)
while a retrospective analysis on 20 years of living donor nephrectomy was presented last march (PD thesis, Dr. J. Renard).
In the field of uro-oncology we focused our research on a meta-analysis on the use of choline imaging and a retrospective analysis of the
local experience in radical prostatectomy.

>> The list of publications of the EOC Department of Surgery is
available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.9 EOC Department of Medicine

PD Pietro Cippà, MD
Head of Department

The EOC Department of Medicine supports and promotes translational and clinical research in several areas related to internal medicine.
COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemics had a major impact on the research activity of the Department in 2020: the need to manage a new clinical
entity in an early phase of the global pandemics stimulated several
research projects in almost all disciplines. The data collected in our
hospitals during the first wave of the COVID-19 epidemics in spring
were instrumental to characterize the immune response against the
SARS-CoV-2 (Prof. Dr. E. Bernasconi, PD Dr. L. Elzi), to develop innovative risk stratification models and to highlight the protective role of
inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system in COVID-19
(PD Dr. P. Cippà). Moreover, the infectious disease group guided
the contribution of the EOC to large multicenter interventional trials
with the antiviral drug remdesivir and own research projects on the
use of convalescent plasma (Prof. Dr. E. Bernasconi, PD Dr. L. Elzi,
Dr. E. Lo Priore, Dr. P. Faré). Among the several projects related to
COVID-19, we highlight here the studies on the long-term consequences of COVID-19 on the respiratory system (Prof. Dr. A. Ogna,
Dr. P. Gianella), the investigations on the mechanisms of acute kidney
injury (Dr. A. Rinaldi, PD Dr. P. Cippà), liver injury (Dr. M. Leo, Prof.
Dr. A. De Gottardi) and of myocardial damage in patients with severe
COVID-19 (PD Dr. M. Di Valentino), the assessment of nutritional risk
in COVID-19 (PD Dr. R. Del Giorno), the outcome analysis in patients
with chronic liver disease (Dr. A. Galante, Prof. Dr. A. De Gottardi) and
the evaluation about the association between COVID-19 and thyroid
disease and diabetes (Prof. Dr. P. Trimboli). The psychological impact
of the lockdown was investigated in specific studies (Dr. N. Grignoli).
The clinical and translational work will continue in the next months
with additional projects focused on the vaccine in healthy people and
in different groups of patients (e.g. hemodialysis and oncologic patients, PD Dr. O. Giannini, Prof. Dr. E. Bernasconi).
General internal medicine
Quality and appropriateness of care, inspired by the choosing wisely campaign, are among the most important research lines of Prof.
Dr. L. Gabutti. His group is part of the CREATE PRIMA (clinical research from multi-modality big data sources without proprietary interfaces in a multicenter approach) consortium, funded by the Swiss
Personalized Health Network, which aims to improve the quality of
healthcare by collecting data from individual hospitals available in
an interoperable data exchange network. Other topics of interest are
arteriosclerosis (CATCH Study), arterial hypertension, arterial stiffness, nutrition and cardiovascular risk factors (Prof. Dr. L. Gabutti,
PD Dr. R. del Giorno, Prof. Dr. A. Gallino). A prospective study on the
adequacy of thromboprophylaxis in medical wards is currently being
performed in collaboration with the University hospital of Geneva (Dr.
P. Gianella).
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Nephrology
Translational research in Nephrology is focused on the cellular mechanisms of kidney injury and repair (Dr. A. Rinaldi, PD Dr. P. Cippà). The
identification of unknown metabolic functions of the renal proximal
tubule following acute kidney injury recently reported by the Cippà
lab may lead to novel therapeutic options and stimulated further collaborations within the NCCR Kidney.CH. The translation from experimental lab models to the clinic is further promoted in the context of
a collaboration with the Dalle Molle Institute for Artificial Intelligence,
supported by the EOC. Clinical research covers different aspects of
Nephrology, including hypertension (PD Dr. V. Forni-Ogna), kidney
stones (NOSTONE), polycystic kidney disease and several projects
on hemodialysis (INTERREG, KidneYimmune) (Dr. S. Pianca, PD Dr.
O. Giannini, Dr. D. Zemp, Prof. L. Gabutti).
Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Translational research projects focus on the role that the intestinal
immune system plays in the regulation of blood pressure. Experimental models with intestinal organoids are used to investigate how
antimicrobial peptides that are produced by intestinal immune cells
can modulate the development of new blood vessels and therefore
modulate pressure in the portal vein (Dr. S. Moghadamrad, Dr. O.
Juanola, Prof. Dr. A. De Gottardi). In addition, the group is developing
novel applications of artificial intelligence to improve the accuracy
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of colonoscopy for the detection of colorectal cancer lesions (Dr. G.
Lollo). The data obtained in two international clinical trials will contribute to set novel standards of care in colorectal cancer screening.
Predictive models in patients with advanced chronic liver disease
are being developed to identify trajectories of movement, temperature, voice and cognitive functions, as assessed by using wearable
devices, to detect behavioral changes that predict and prevent the
occurrence of complications (Dr. A. Galante, Dr. D. Pizzagalli, Prof.
Dr. A. De Gottardi).
Infectious diseases
EOC is one of the seven reference centers for the Swiss HIV Cohort
Study (SHCS), one of the largest epidemiological and clinical study in
the field of HIV with more than 21’000 participants (Prof. Dr. E. Bernasconi). The intense scientific activity is reflected in the large number
of publications (www.shcs.ch). In 2020 the group concluded a SNRF
financed study in collaboration with the University hospital of Geneva on antibiotic stewardship (COMPASS study) and got approval for
another collaborative study with Geneva on diagnostic strategy for
pneumonia in the emergency room that will start in 2021.
Pneumology
Nighttime sleep disordered breathing linked to chronic kidney disease, and non-invasive high-frequency ventilation applied to radiotherapy and radiological diagnostics are among the main research
interests of Prof. Dr. A. Ogna.
EOC contributes to the Swiss Severe Asthma Registry (Dr. P. Gianella). Research on dyspnea management and palliative care for patients with advanced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is performed in collaboration with the Palliative and Supportive Care Clinic
IOSI-EOC (Dr. T. Fusi-Schmidhauser).

Endocrinology
Clinical research in Endocrinology is mainly performed in the area
of thyroid disorders (Prof. Dr. P. Trimboli), particularly related to the
development of the International guidelines of the thyroid ultrasound
examination. The group has performed relevant studies on molecular
markers in the diagnosis of benign and malignant thyroid nodules,
thermal ablation of thyroid nodules, biopsy in thyroid incidentaloma
reported by non-ultrasonographic examination, treatment of cystic
thyroid lesions by percutaneous ethanol injection, alternative formulation of levo-thyroxine in patients undergone bariatric surgery (joint
with Clinic for Nutrition and Obesity).
Cardiology
PD Dr. M. Di Valentino and Dr. G. Moschovitis are involved in clinical research investigating the development of cognitive decline in
patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) within the Swiss-AF cohort study.
More precisely, the research projects focus on the mechanisms
leading to cognitive decline in patients with AF (Swiss-AF Brain), the
discovery of biomarkers and the adverse outcome events including
progression of AF (Swiss-AF Burden).
Dermatology
Clinical research projects in different fields of dermatology are currently ongoing (Dr. C. Mainetti): Dr. C. Guillod contributed to an international multicentric study about atopic dermatitis. Dr. C. Mangas
is active in the field of melanoma with the recent participation to a
Swiss-International retrospective study about markers in patients
treated with ipilimumab and a multi-national prospective phase 4
study about target therapy in melanoma (BERINGMelanoma). PD Dr.
H. Beltraminelli participated to clinical research on T-cell-lymphoma
mycosis fungoides (PROCLIPY) and Martorell-ulceration, and coordinates a project aiming at the development of dermatopathology in
Subsaharan Africa.

>> The list of publications of the EOC Department of Medicine
is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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1.10 EOC Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics

Prof. Andrea Papadia, MD, PhD
Head of Department

•

•

The year 2020 has been a very peculiar one due to the COVID-19
pandemic that has affected our professional life in every aspect.
Even clinical trials that are not COVID-19 related have experienced
a negative influence mainly through a slower accrual and cuts in research budget. Despite this specific milieu, at the EOC Department
of Gynecology and Obstetrics, there has been a steep increase in
scientific output. Several retrospective, prospective, single center
and multicenter national and international studies have been activated and, in part, completed in 2020.
In 2020, the EOC Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics has
joined two prospective international COVID-19 related registries (local PI for both registries: Prof. Dr. A. Papadia). The first one, Covi
Preg International Registry, collects data from pregnant patients.
The second one, Covid-Surg week, has collected data from surgical
patients. Both registries have already produced peer reviewed publications and other manuscripts derived from these registries will be
published soon.
With the arrival of Prof. Dr. A. Papadia, the Department was included in an international network that includes other Swiss and Italian
Universities (University of Bern, Sapienza University of Rome, Università dell’Insubria di Varese, Università Milano Bicocca, Università
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore Rome) and Hospitals (Istituto Nazionale
Tumori di Milano, Ospedale Sacro Cuore Negrar, Ospedale degli Infermi Biella) that has published several retrospective clinical trials in
peer reviewed high impact journals in the field of sentinel lymph node
mapping in uterine malignancies and minimally invasive surgery in
cervical cancer. The collaboration is still ongoing and other manuscripts will be published soon.
In 2020 an international research fellow from Greece joined the EOC
Department of Gynecology Obstetrics with a grant funded from the
Helvetic Confederation («Borse di Eccellenza della Confederazione»)
on the project «Feasibility of sentinel lymph node mapping in endometrial cancer», under the supervision of Prof. Dr. A. Papadia.
The following trials were submitted to the Ethics Committee of the
Ticino and are at different stages of development:
•
A prospective multicenter cohort study to evaluate different
surgical methods of axillary staging in clinically node-positive
breast cancer patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(ID 2020-02830) PI: Dr. M.L. Gasparri PhD

•

Multicenter observational retrospective study finalized at the
development of predictive models of the axillay status after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer patients. (ID 202001121) PI: Dr. M.L. Gasparri PhD
Modification of the esthetic perception and sexual satisfaction of
women undergoing oncologic breast surgery and of their partners:
identification of outcome predictors. (ID 2020-01436) PI: Dr. M.L.
Gasparri PhD
Peri-incisional vessels compression during cesarean hysterotomy may reduce blood loss and facilitate the procedure: a pilot
study (ID 2020-02808) PI: Dr. M.L. Gasparri PhD

In 2020 the EUBREAST network nominated Dr. M.L. Gasparri head
of the national steering committe for the AXSANA trial, a prospective international registry collecting data on axillary staging after
neoadjuvant therapy in breast cancer patients. The project is supported by the AGO-B Study Group, the Claudia von Schilling Foundation for Breast Cancer Research, the AWOgyn (Working Group
for Reconstructive Surgery in Oncology-Gynecology), the NOGGO
(North-Eastern German Society of Gynaecologic Oncology) and the
German Breast Group.
Two long term prospective post market clinical follow up trials of
the Gynecare TVT ABBREVO and EXACT continence system for the
treatment of Stress Urinary Incontinence sponsored by Ethicon, Inc.
were activated in 2020 and are expected to reach completion in 2025.
Co-applicants for both trials are Dr. G. Caccia and PD Dr. A. Braga.
The following funded trials that were already presented in the past
years, are currently ongoing:
“The management of young women with BC in Switzerland: a snapshot” (A. Bordoni, A. Spitale, F. Meani, O. Pagani, E. Rapiti, D. Terribile, L. Rossi, G. Montagna), submitted for the program “Health
Services Research in Oncology and Cancer Care” and awarded with
CHF 183’400 grant following selection by an international jury at the
Geneva University.
CSSI App project for breast cancer patients, funded with a CHF
30’000 donation by the Advocate Group “Anna dai Capelli Corti” in
2017. In collaboration with the Department of communication of USI
(Dr. S. Petrocchi) a survey has been conducted, with the aim to evaluate the appreciation of the electronic support by our patients and
its contribution to the patients/health providers communication and
clinical interactions.
Since April 2020 the Multicenter, Observational Cohort Study of
Women Undergoing Immediate Breast Reconstruction Following
Mastectomy (IRMA) has been activated (Lead investigator: Dr. B.
Lipp von Wattenwyl). Estimated study end date is 2025.

>> The list of publications of the EOC Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics is available on the EOC website at the

following link .
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1.10 EOC Department of Critical Care

Prof. Paolo Merlani, MD
Head of Department

The EOC Department of Critical Care is a functional department
which includes the Services of Intensive Care, Anesthesia and Emergency Medicine of the four hospitals of EOC. Aim of the Department
is to coordinate the activities of these 12 services, aligning them to
the vision and mission of the hospital trust, with a particular focus on
safety and quality of care.
The Department wants to play an active role in incentivizing and
supporting research and teaching, in close relationship with the USI
Medical Master School, for which it organizes and manages the module of Critical Care Medicine. Several research projects are ongoing
within the services of the Department, in collaboration with different
universities and institutions in Switzerland and abroad. Among the
topics currently investigated through both clinical and preclinical trials, we mention the following:
Intensive care, anesthesia and emergency medicine
•
Diagnostic accuracy of Ultrasound in different settings
•
Global survey of outcomes of Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
patients (neurological, COVID-19 etc.)
•
Clinical and epidemiological impact of COVID-19 pandemics.
•
Studies on coagulation and anticoagulation in Anesthesia
and ICU
•
Multiple studies on regional anesthesia techniques
•
Toxicity of local anesthetics
•
Volemic optimization before and during spinal anesthesia
•
Multiple studies on muscle relaxation before and during
anesthesia
•
Multiple studies on pain treatment and particularly on dorsal
Root Ganglion Stimulation

>> The list of publications of the EOC Department of Critical
Care is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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2. Other EOC Services
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2.1 EOC Rehabilitation Clinic

Nicola Schiavone, MD
Medical director

The EOC Rehabilitation Clinic (CREOC) includes different pathways
of rehabilitation according to the main disease of the patient.
CREOC is a multisite rehabilitation clinic, organised in a single medical and administrative structure, two rehabilitation hospital facilities
in Novaggio and Faido and several physiotherapy service facilities all
around Canton Ticino (including Mendrisio Hospital, Lugano Hospital
and Bellinzona Hospital). Since January 2021 also Locarno Hospital
Rehabilitation Department has joined CREOC.
The physiotherapy services are involved mainly in musculoskeletal
disorders and oncologic rehabilitation, while hospital facilities are
dealing with oncologic rehabilitation, chronic pain rehabilitation,
respiratory rehabilitation and of course musculoskeletal rehabilitation. Since March 2020, due to Coronavirus pandemic, a section of
Novaggio Rehabilitation Clinic has been devoted to Rehabilitation for
patients affected by COVID-19, admitted after hospitalization in Intensive Care Unit (Clinica Moncucco, Lugano and La Carità Hospital,
Locarno).
The final goal of our activity is to improve the quality of life of our
patients through pain relief, improvement of the limbs movement,
strength recovery, better respiratory capacity, general reconditioning.
Concerning with research, it has been a few years now that several working groups / groups of interest from different hospitals have
been active on standardizing the therapeutic procedures, in order
to create common protocols of work based on medical evidence.
These working groups are mainly interested in respiratory rehabilitation, posture analysis and posturology and pelvic floor rehabilitation.
Moreover, during the last year, as part of our team has been dedicated to rehabilitation in patients affected by COVID-19 after hospitalization in Intensive Care Unit, together with Hildebrand Rehabilitation Clinic, we have been committed in one quality research
and one medical research. The quality research considers patients
satisfaction about their stay in Rehabilitation Clinic. The study has
been carried on by Dr. L. Scarabel, Responsible of the quality for
CREOC and Hildebrand Clinic. The study shows out that 100% of the
62 patients are satisfied with the physiotherapy, 98.4% are pleased
with nurses care, 87.5% are fulfilled with physicians. Moreover 87.1%
of the patients, after their discharge, report that they recovered either
in an excellent or in a good way.
The medical research investigates the functional improvement related to clinical data during the inpatient in CREOC Novaggio and in
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Hildebrand Clinic. The Responsible of the study are Dr. N. Schiavone
(CREOC) together with Dr. P. Rossi (Hildebrand Clinic). The study
demonstrated that the functional improvement is strongly influenced
by age. Therefore, the more the patient is old, the less functional
improvement he has. Anyway, the age does not affect the length of
staying in Rehabilitation clinic. Furthermore the functional improvement is not affected by cognitive abilities and by gender. In addition
previous comorbidity (cardiological, neurological, endocrinological
and respiratory) have a negative impact on functional improvement.
Anxiety and grief present at the beginning of hospitalization vanish
during inpatient and do not influence the functional improvement.
The loss of weight due to long stay in sedation in Intensive Care Unit
influences the outcome and the length of the inpatient rehabilitation.
In order to show the locomotor improvement, we use strength test
(Jamar test for upper limb and MRC scale for lower limb) and functional test (Time up and go and sit to stand). We demonstrated that
Time up and go is the best predictor of the functional outcome.
Furthermore, Dr. N. Schiavone is part of an Italian working group
that set up a study to evaluate the importance of ICF (international functional classification) as predictor of functional outcome in
rehabilitation.
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2.2 EOC Nursing Research Centre

Annette Biegger
Head of EOC Nursing Division

In recent years, the EOC Nursing Division has promoted organisational and cultural improvements in order to advance the quality of care.
This has led to changes concerning the organisation and philosophy
of care, as well as the electronic documentation of nursing activities.
In addition, great attention has been given to the advancement of
nurses’ knowledge and skills, which resulted in the implementation
of the Nurse Specialist and Clinical Expert roles. These professional
figures are crucial for the development of advanced nursing skills
and for the clinical governance of professional activities. To support
this process, investment has also been made in people with specific
research training (PhD) and dedicated offices.
In the medical field, knowledge rapidly evolves: something that was
effective yesterday may no longer be effective today. Hence the importance of developing research studies focused on the nursing field, to
provide nurses with new evidence and develop new expertise. Polit &
Beck (2006) define nursing research as a “systematic inquiry designed
to develop knowledge about issues of importance to nurses, including
nursing practice, nursing education, and nursing administration”.
Nursing research activities, with dedicated resources, were first
registered at IOSI in 2010 and are annually documented in the EOC
Annual Scientific Report and EOC Nursing Activity Annual Report.
In September 2016, the Centre of Competence in Nursing Research
(CcRI) was established within the EOC Nursing Division with the following mission: “….to promote the development and quality of nursing care in response to the health needs of the population, promoting
innovation and nursing research in all clinical realities of the EOC and
maintaining a close link between research (theory) and nursing care
(practice)”.
In the following years, the plan is to expand the network of colleagues
and/or nursing research offices within the EOC sites. Today, a research office and/or nurse researchers are active across different
sites, including IOSI, IPSI ORBV and ORL. Nurses active in research
are now part of the CooRI team, which coordinates EOC research
activities and research development plans in the nursing field.
The following are the main activities the research network is responsible for:
•
To develop training courses on research topics to be offered to
all EOC nurses, but especially to nurse specialists. This is critical to create essential synergies with clinical realities and the
network of clinical experts and clinical specialists within EOC.
•
To promote and support the cultural and scientific production by
colleagues (preparation of abstracts, posters, journal articles,
research projects. etc.).
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•

•
•

To collaborate with colleagues with managerial roles and colleagues from clinical governance for the collection and/or critical analysis of data, the dissemination of evidence and the development of internal guidelines.
To develop and implement nursing research projects, using either quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods.
To develop and maintain collaborations with national and international nursing research associations and networks.

Research questions usually arise from needs identified by nurses
working in clinical practice or holding managerial roles and are answered through studies, which can be carried out with internal or
external resources and funding. Internal resources are mainly used to
conduct ‘action-research’ studies-planned and developed together
with nurses involved in clinical practice and in the context of interest,
aimed to explore a specific clinical or professional phenomenon in
order to change and improve nursing practice. Such studies are ‘context-related’ and therefore results can be transferred to similar realities, but usually cannot be generalized. Despite this, such action-research studies are deemed important as they require a proactive role
from professional teams and stimulate reflective thinking and critical
review of their professional practice. Other studies conducted, especially those externally funded, tend to focus on phenomena of clinical
or professional interest of a more general nature.
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The following are the research studies currently active, funded by
ABREOC or other funding bodies:
•
A phase III randomised controlled clinical trial to verify the efficacy of a patch (Mepitel Film) in reducing the incidence of skin
lesions for patients with breast cancer under radiotherapy treatment. This is a multicentre trial, under our responsibility, conducted in collaboration with Hirslanden Klinik in Zurich.
•
An observational cohort study to detect the incidence of complications related to the use of three central vascular catheters
(AVI-PICC-CVC) in cancer patients.
•
A pilot study to evaluate the efficacy of the Jalosome soothing gel
for the treatment of grade 2 and 3 radio-dermatitis. The study is
founded by the manufacturer Welcare Industries SpA and conducted in collaboration with the IOSI Radio-oncology Service.
•
A mixed methods study to detect the health needs and problems of women who have participated in nursing follow up visits in breast care and the professional responses given to them
by nurses.
•
A study to evaluate and implement a complex interprofessional
intervention to improve the management of painful procedures
in newborns (NEODOL).
•
A multicentre mixed-methods study to evaluate the effectiveness of a multidimensional mobile application (“WOMAN PRO
III”) to reduce stress induced by post-surgical symptoms in patients with vulvar neoplasia.
•
A mixed-methods study (NuBE Project), in collaboration with
Università Cattolica of Milan, which aims to identify which relational and communicative behaviours of nurses in oncology
promote patients engagement, in order to develop a reliable
psychometric tool to identify such behaviours.
•
A pilot project to test a complex intervention delivered by oncology nurses aimed at promoting a healthy lifestyle among cancer
patients. The intervention is based on patient engagement theories. The study will be conducted in partnership with Università
Cattolica of Milan.

•

•

•

◦

Three different studies focusing on COVID-19 pandemic:

A first study, a survey, aims to explore the ethical conflicts,
the resilience and potential post-traumatic psychological
symptoms reported by the EOC nurses at the end of the first
wave of the pandemic.
◦ A second study, a mixed-methods study, aims to investigate
nursing care provided to patients affected by COVID-19; the
study, in particular, focuses on the perspective of patients,
family members and nurses.
◦ A third study, a narrative inquiry, explores the personal, professional and organisational experience of EOC members
with a managerial role during the pandemic.
Another study currently ongoing in collaboration with SUPSI
is exploring the effectiveness of continuing nursing education
(DAS) on the quality of nursing care.
An observational study on the introduction of sonography in
nursing practice in the Urology Service of ORBV, with the aim of
developing professional skills and improving nursing care (appropriateness of bladder catheterisation).

Other studies are being planned in collaboration with colleagues
working in the various clinical settings.

>> The list of publications of the EOC Nursing Research Centre
is available on the EOC website at the following link.
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2.3 EOC Information and Communications Technology Division

Marco Bosetti
Head of EOC Information and Communications Technology Division
(ICT)

The EOC “Information and Communications Technology Division”
(ICT) includes more than 90 employees. It covers the traditional IT
services like infrastructure, operations and support. Moreover, it implemented in-house and maintains the Geco that is the clinical information system of EOC since 2007. For this reason, ICT has extensive
experience in integration and analysis of clinical records.
The ICT is actively involved in research activities mainly through his
new dedicated team named Data science and Research that provides both technical and consultant expertise. Besides internal resources, the ICT strategic development foresees the establishment
of collaborations with external organizations. The collaboration with
the Swiss AI Lab (IDSIA) aiming at applying cutting edge artificial
intelligence techniques on EOC data was established in 2019. Since
2019 the ICT is part of the Swiss Personalized Health Network to
develop IT tools in the field of personalized medicine.
ICT is the central point for extraction and analysis of clinical data
supporting EOC researcher and Medical Master School students in
teaching activities, scientific publications and writing of funding proposals.
The pipeline of running research projects includes a multicentre radiomics project (SPHN project Imagine in collaboration with USZ), a
big data multi modality project (SPHN project CREATE PRIMA in collaboration with KSBL), various artificial intelligence projects in collaboration with IDSIA (bioinformatics to evaluate the kidney senescence,
analysis of perinatal depression clinical study data), multicentre
benchmarking of over prescription (Choosing Wisely campaign) and
analysis of patient blood management.

The suite of research software/infrastructure solutions developed
and maintained by ICT includes an electronic case report forms
(e-CRF) to manage clinical trials, an event driven direct data entry database to manage both biobanks and surveys, a Clinical data warehouse, tools to anonimize clinical narratives and a high throughput
cluster for -Omics/RNA seq data analysis.

>> The list of publications of the EOC Information and Communications Technology Division is available on the EOC website
at the following link.
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3. USI
Faculties and Institutes
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3.1 USI Faculty of Biomedical Sciences

Research activities in biomedical sciences at USI are mostly organized within the Institutes of the Faculty of Biomedical Sciences, but
also comprise more interdisciplinary activities in domains of computational sciences, health economics and health communication in
cooperation with the Faculties of Informatics, Economics and Communication, Culture and Society.
USI Faculty of Biomedical Sciences was established in 2014 with
the aim of addressing an important national problem: the dearth of
physicians trained in Switzerland. To reach its goal, the Faculty offers from 2020 a Master of Medicine (three years of clinical training),
in cooperation with ETH Zurich, University of Basel, and University
of Zurich regarding academics, and with EOC, clinics, and general
practitioners regarding clinical training. The Master addresses the
new challenges of medical practice by combining clinical and scientific training with communication skills. The Faculty is also offering a
joint Master’programme in Cognitive Psychology in Health Communication with Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan.
The Faculty is offering a PhD program in Biomedical Sciences with
six majors corresponding to some of its main research areas, i.e. immunology and cell biology, cancer biology and oncology, (human)
neurosciences, (human) cardiovascular sciences, drug sciences and
public health, as well as a Medical Doctor Programme. Moreover, it
organizes an Executive Programme in Sleep Medicine, which is setup in cooperation with University of Bern. Finally, the Center of Advanced Studies on Entrepreneurship in Biomedicine (CASE BioMed)
adds to the medical and scientific education at the Faculty by offering advanced programmes in innovation and entrepreneurship.
The Faculty currently comprises more than 20 full, associate and
assistant professors, as well as a large number of adjunct, titular
professors, and of private lecturers; these mostly include directors
and senior scientific staff within EOC research groups presented in
sections 1 and 2 of this report.
Research in the Faculty is developed in immunology and basic cancer research at the two affiliated institutes IRB and IOR and within the
Institute of Public Health, in the associated institutes and centers at
EOC for clinical medicine (see section 1 of this report) and finally, at
the Euler Institute in computational biomedicine:
•
The Institute for Research in Biomedicine (IRB; www.irb.usi.ch),
affiliated and based on Bellinzona campus. IRB was founded in
2000 with the goal of advancing the study of human immunology, with particular emphasis on the disease-relevant mechanisms of host defense. Since 2010, it is affiliated to USI as part
of its Faculty of Biomedical Sciences. It currently comprises 13
research groups and about 120 international collaborators.
•
The Institute of Oncology Research (IOR; www.ior.usi.ch), affiliated and based on Bellinzona campus, hosts researchers from
all over the world performing basic and translational research in
oncology with special focus on cancer biology, genomics, molecular oncology, experimental therapeutics. Since 2017, IOR is
affiliated to USI as part of its Faculty of Biomedical Sciences.
The Institute currently comprises 7 research groups and about
70 researchers and PhD students.
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•
•

The Institute of Public Health (IPH), see below section 3.2.
The Euler Institute (www.euler.usi.ch), common with the Faculties of Informatics and Economics. Euler is USI’s central node
for interdisciplinary research and the connection between exact
sciences and life sciences. Euler applies advanced computational methods to fields such as Life Sciences, Medicine, Physics, Mathematics, and Quantitative Methods. It currently comprises four professors, as well as several adjunct professors and
groups leaders and about 25 researchers and PhD students.
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3.2 Institute of Public Health (IPH)

Prof. Emilano Albanese, MD
Institute Director

The Institute of Public Health (IPH) is an inter-faculty Institute and one
of the five training and research entities supported by the Faculty of
Biomedical Sciences of the Università della Svizzera italiana. Members of the IPH perform research, training and practice, and provide
services across a broad range of activities related to public health.
The IPH is the ‘antenna’ in Ticino of the Swiss School of Public Health
(SSPH+) and is home to research programs articulated across several research projects. In addition, IPH members provide support and
scientific advice on the methodology of epidemiological, biomedical, behavioral, and other areas of research, from the conception, to
the conduction, through the implementation of studies with various
designs and spanning qualitative and quantitative methodological
approaches. IPH is an USI inter-faculty Institute with members from
the Faculty of Communication, Culture and Society, the Faculty of
Economics, and of Biomedical sciences.
The IPH staff currently includes the Director, 4 tenured Professors,
2 Senior Researchers, and several Postdoctoral Fellows, PhD students, and research Assistants. Their backgrounds range from the
medical field, to epidemiology, health economics, health communication, health promotion and behavior, communication, public management and policy, psychology, and marketing, through the social
and health sciences.
Members of the IPH conduct a variety of studies in the fields of aging, mental health, ethics, public health, socio-emotional well-being,
cognitive development and decline, social media addiction, cognitive
and social neuroscience, clinical psychology, psychophysiology, social psychology, human behavior, nutrition and physical activity, vaccine acceptance, social integration, and health psychology. Study
designs include epidemiological, population-based studies, experimental studies, qualitative studies (interviews and focus groups),
fMRI studies, media content analyses, psychophysiological studies,
scoping reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and RCTs. Target populations include older adults (+65), younger adults (18-35),
adolescents (<18), and healthcare providers.
Researchers at the IPH have strong collaborations at both the national (all Swiss universities, ETHZ, and EPFL) and the international
level (University of Vienna, University of Parma, University of Milan,
University of Turin, and Loughborough University, University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health, Imperial College London,
University of Valencia, University of Nottingham, University of York,
University of Kent, National University of Ireland Galway, and many
more), as well as with the World Health Organization, UNICEF, SDC,
and many NGOs based in Switzerland and abroad.
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Members of the IPH give courses in various USI Bachelor’s degrees,
and within the USI Master in Medicine, the Master in Communication,
Management and Health, and the Master in Cognitive Psychology in
Health Communication, Masters of Marketing, Master in Public Management and Policy, Master in Corporate Communication, Master in
Digital Fashion. Other graduate trainings include the SSPH+ Summer
School in Public Health Policy, Economics, and Management, the
Net Megs and more.
The IPH is committed to promote the highest ethical and methodological standards in population sciences and embraces a strong
participatory action research approach and community engagement
of the public and of all relevant stakeholders. Both research and
training at the IPH ultimately aim to improve public health, to inform
policy decisions and practices, and to contribute to positively influence individual behaviors and societal practices that promote and
protect health, prevent diseases and favor optimal and equitable care
based on needs.
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3.3 Other USI Faculties and Institutes

The institute of Economics (IdEP; http://www.idep.eco.usi.ch) includes research and teaching activities in the broad field of economics and public management. The research interests of IdEP members also include health economics and public health. Their research
focuses on issues of public interest such as ageing and cognitive
decline, mental health, sleep deprivation and the determinants of the
increasing health care costs. IdEP also organizes a Master of advanced studies in health economics and management (NETMEGS).
Since 2012 IdEP coordinates the activity of the Center for Economic
and Political Research on Aging (CEPRA). The center aims at stimulating empirical research on population aging, pension and health
care design and spending, at promoting academic training on this
topic, and at disseminating research output to a specialized and a
general audience, through workshops, conferences and public debates. Finally, since 2012 IdEP is part of the national research project
Swiss learning health.
Within the Faculty of Communication, Culture and Society, there are
specific competences related to health communication and literacy
(prof. Schulz, prof. Hannawa); the Faculty also offers a master program in Communication, Management and Health. The Institute of
Public Communication also closely cooperates with the Institute of
Public Health to conducts research to understand determinants of
health-related behaviors and to develop strategies to change behavior, focusing on communication (BeCHANGE research group). This
includes topics such as making healthy behaviors ‘easy’ options for
people, communicating complex health messages and increasing
vaccine acceptance and uptake.
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4. Peer-reviewed publications
43%

A comprehensive computer literature search of PubMed/MEDLINE
database was carried out independently by two different collaborators of the EOC Academic education, Research and Innovation Division. The last database search was performed on 1st March 2021.
The string search was built using keywords based on the different
EOC sites.
The following inclusion criteria were used in the selection process: a)
peer-reviewed articles listed in PubMed/MEDLINE with at least one
researcher with EOC affiliation as co-author; b) final publication of the
article in a scientific journal issue in 2020. Articles listed in PubMed
in 2020 as “Online ahead of print” before their publication in final or
print format were therefore excluded from the current analysis.
Journal Impact Factor (IF)1 and Journal IF Quartile2 of the scientific
journals in which EOC researchers published their peer-reviewed articles were also evaluated using data from the 2019 Journal Citations
Reports (JCR).

18%

13%

4%

8%
6%

8%
IF>10 (32)
IF 0-2 (55)
IF 2-4 (181)
IF 4-6 (76)
IF 6-8 (34)
IF 8-10 (19)
NO IF (26)

Figure 2.
Journal IF of the scientific journals in which peer-reviewed original and
review articles were published in 2020 (N = 423).

The scientific activity carried out by the EOC researchers, based
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned above, resulted in
514 peer-reviewed articles, of which 423 (82%) were original articles
or reviews. Notably, 10% of scientific publications were related to
COVID-19. Results are summarized in the figures below.
48%

25%
59%

23%

10%

5%

8%

Original articles (303)
Reviews (120)
Letters, editorials, comments (51)
Case reports (40)

Figure 1.
Number and type of the peer-reviewed articles published in 2020 (N =
514). Meta-analyses, surveys and research letters are classified as original articles. Systematic reviews without meta-analyses, case reports
with reviews of the literature and protocols are classified as reviews.

Journal IF is defined as all citations to the journal in the 2019 Journal Citations Reports (JCR)
to items published in the previous two years, divided by the total number of scholarly items
(these comprise articles, reviews, and proceedings papers) published in the journal in the
previous two years. A Journal IF of 1.0 means that, on average, the articles published one or
two years ago have been cited one time (Source: Clarivate Analytics).

1

32

6%

16%
NA (26)
Q1 (204)
Q2 (104)
Q3 (68)
Q4 (21)

Figure 3.
Journal IF Quartile of the scientific journals in which peer-reviewed original
and review articles were published in 2020 (N = 423). Journals can appear
in multiple subject categories; in this case, the highest Journal IF Quartile
was selected. Scientific journals without Journal IF are classified as NA.

Scientific journals are assigned to a subject category by JCR and ranked by Journal IF. The
Journal IF rank is then transformed in a percentile value. The Journal IF percentile is used to
calculate the Journal IF Quartile. Q1: Journal IF percentile ≥ 75; Q2: 75 < Journal IF percentile
≤ 50; Q3: 50 < Journal IF percentile ≤ 25; Q4: 25 < Journal IF percentile (Source: Clarivate
Analytics).
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50%

75%

50%

19%

6%

International level (316)
National level (82)
Cantonal level (25)

No first or last EOC author (212)
First or last EOC author (211)

Figure 5.
Number of peer-reviewed original and review articles published
by EOC researchers as first or last author in 2020 (N = 423).

Figure 4.
Type of scientific collaboration (local, national of international) taking
into account peer-reviewed original and review articles published in
2020 (N = 423).
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Institute of Clinical Neurosciences of Southern Switzerland

33

50

18

16

Imaging Institute of Southern Switzerland

Institute of Pediatrics of Southern Switzerland

2 Institute of Pharmacological Sciences of Southern Switzerland

9

59

10
12

48
16
12
9
10

23
21

Department of Medicine
Department of Surgery

1 4 Department of Critical Care
10

6

Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics

11 Institute of Laboratory Medicine (EOLAB)
3 4 Cantonal Institute of Pathology
30

12

5

Other

Original articles
Reviews
Other

Figure 6.
Number of peer-reviewed articles published by EOC Institutes and
Departments in 2020. Publications shared among different EOC
Institutes/Departments were counted for each Institute/Department
involved.

>> The list of publications is available on the EOC website
at the following link.
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5. Research projects activated in 2020

Research projects conducted in the EOC hospitals are recorded
into a dedicated database. A total of 131 research projects involving
persons that require authorization by the Ethics Committee and/or
Swissmedic were activated in 2020 (last update 31 March 2021).
Figure 7 shows the number of EOC research projects by the category
to which are assigned on the basis of the type of effect they have
on participants. Over 60% (N=84) were non-clinical trials3, of which
36 belonging to the sub-category of research projects with further
use of pre-existing health-related data and/or biological material. The
remaining were clinical trials4 (N=47) of which approximately half investigating marked drugs or medical devices used in accordance with
prescribing information/instructions or standard health-related interventions (category A).

As shown in Figure 8, more than half of the EOC research projects
involved multiple participating site at international (N=48) or national
level (N=27).

43%

20%

37%
Monocenter research projects
National multicenter research projects
International multicenter research projects

64%

Figure 8.
Number of EOC research projects with single or multiple participating
sites activated in 2020 (N = 131).

Non-Clinical trials (84)
Clinical trials (47)
36%

Figure 7.
Number of EOC research projects involving persons that require authorisation activated in 2020 (N = 131).

3
Non-clinical trials are research projects that do not actively induce an effect among research
participants but they just collect health-related personal and/or take biological samples
(Source: kofam.ch).
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Clinical trials are research projects that as actively induce an effect among research participants – using medicinal products, medical devices or other health-related interventions – to
investigate their impact on participants’ health or the structure and functioning of the human
body (Source: kofam.ch).
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Figure 9 summarizes the number of EOC research projects opened in
2020 by Institutes/Departments. The research project was assigned
according to the EOC affiliation of the Sponsor-Investigator/Project
Leader/Principal investigator whichever apply.
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Oncology Institute of Southern Switzerland

27

Department of Medicine

23

Department of Surgery
Institute of Clinical Neurosciences of Southern Switzerland

19
6

Imaging Institute of Southern Switzerland

6

Institute of Pediatrics of Southern Switzerland

5

Department of Critical Care
9

Other

Figure 9.
Number of EOC research projects activated in 2020 by Institutes/Departments (N = 131).

Interestingly, the COVID-19 pandemic stimulated the EOC research
activities with 30% of the new research projects activated in 2020 investigating the SARS-CoV-2 (8 clinical trials and 32 non-clinical trials).
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6. Research funding

At the beginning of 2021, when information was collected from EOC
Institutes and Departments, there were several ongoing funded research studies (N = 260).
The estimate of annual external funding was > 3’000’000 CHF.
Among the different EOC Institutes and Departments, INSI, IOSI,
and the Departments of Surgery and Medicine, respectively, were
those which achieved the highest funding for current ongoing research projects.

7. 2020 Research Highlights

•

•

•

•
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A significant number of peer-reviewed scientific articles
was published by EOC researchers in 2020 (N = 514), most
of them as original or review articles (N = 423, 82%). Overall,
the number of publications increased by 43% compared to
2019. Notably, 10% of scientific publications were related
to COVID-19.
Peer-reviewed original and review articles were published
on scientific journals showing very heterogeneous Journal
Impact Factors (IFs) with a median value of 3.389.
Half of peer-reviewed original and review articles were published
in scientific journals ranked in the Journal IF quartile Q1, demonstrating the high quality of the EOC scientific production in 2020.
Nearly 95% of peer-reviewed original and review articles published in 2020 were the result of national or international collaborations.

•

•
•
•

•

The EOC researcher was the first or last author in half of
the peer-reviewed original and review articles; this finding demonstrates that many of the research projects have
been conceived and conducted at EOC.
131 new research projects involving persons were activated in 2020.
260 ongoing funded research projects.
More than 3’000’000 CHF of external funding in 2020, with
INSI, IOSI, and the Departments of Surgery and Medicine,
respectively, achieving the highest funding for current ongoing research projects
Overall, we observe a significant increase in EOC research
activities and output in 2020 compared to the previous
years.
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